ABOUT:

Future Launch Discovery Quiz is a simple, yet effective digital tool created for youth aged 15-29 to navigate Future Launch’s resource library, which includes relevant and meaningful programs to support and empower users to launch their futures.

This curated experience will provide youth with resources based on their specified interests and needs, related to Future Launch’s four pillars: gaining new skills, growing your network, getting work experience and enhancing mental well-being.

USER EXPERIENCE:

Step 1. Receive Link + Complete Quiz on Preferred Device

Step 2. Data Capture + 13 Questions *Dropdown + multi-select options

Step 3. Results Page with Resource Links

Step 4. Email your Resources *Optional opt-in to future communications

Step 5. Retake Quiz in “Mission Control” or Return to FL Homepage

FAQ:

- 13 questions ranging from multi-select and drop-down; questions pertaining personal information can be selected as “prefer not to answer”
- Quiz takes approximately 4-5 minutes to complete
- Users will receive five Future Launch resources recommended to them based on their unique answers provided
- Library includes 53 resources and growing
- Mobile, tablet and desktop friendly
- Available in French and English
- Quiz links:
  - ENG: https://www.futurelaunchdiscoveryquiz.ca
  - FR: https://fr.futurelaunchdiscoveryquiz.ca

SHARE WITH YOUR NETWORK:

The Future Launch Discovery Quiz is a simple tool designed for youth aged 15-29, to discover resources to help you gain new skills, grow your network, get work experience and enhance mental well-being.

Whether you’re studying or working, we’re on a mission to give you access to the programs and resources you need to reach for the stars!

Take the quiz here: https://www.futurelaunchdiscoveryquiz.ca